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A general method is presented of optimizing one-dimensional holograms to realize an arbitrary diffracted
field distribution over the propagation volume. A computationally simpler approach is developed for the case
in which only the transverse distribution in one plane and the longitudinal distribution on one axis are of
interest. Scaling effects in the optimized beams are studied and compared with those of canonical beams.1. INTRODUCTION
Computer-generated holograms have been employed to
construct desired transverse1 and longitudinal2 two-
dimensional images. In particular, we have recently
solved the problem of shaping the axial intensity distri-
bution of a circularly symmetric beam.2 For certain ap-
plications, e.g., photolithography3 and time-domain pulse
shaping,4 the transverse image obeys one-dimensional
diffraction laws, which cannot be treated as a special
case of two-dimensional diffraction. In another paper5
we presented an analytical solution to the pseudo-
nondiffracting (PND) one-dimensional beam. Here we
consider the broader problem of diffraction in only one
transverse coordinate sxd and present a general numeric
method for controlling the field (amplitude and phase)
over a finite spatial domain. We then develop a simpli-
fied approach to the specific problem of shaping a beam’s
axial intensity as an arbitrary pattern over a finite propa-
gation distance and demonstrate it experimentally. We
also consider scaling effects in the optimized PND beam.
2. BACKGROUND
Given a one-dimensional complex field distribution
gsx, z ­ 0d ­ gsx1d, the field at any subsequent point,
in the Fresnel approximation,6 is
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where l is the wavelength and k ­ 2pyl is the wave
number.
Now we wish to impose certain conditions on usx, zd for
some subspace R0 # R, R ­ hsx, zd j z . 0j. In general,
we can represent these conditions as an error function E
to be minimized over R0:
Efgsx1dg ­
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where e is the error density at point sx, zd.
For example, if we want the intensity jusx, zdj2 to come
close to some I0sx, zd for sx, zd [ R0, we might employ a
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In general, then, the only way to find the gsx1d that
minimizes E is to try all possible complex functions—
usually an unattractive option. If, however, we write
gsx1d ­ Asx1dexpfifsx1dg, where A and f are functions
in a one-dimensional function space, so that Efgsx1dg ­
EsA, fd, then, assuming that E is smooth in A and f,
we have
dE ­ =AE ? dA 1 =fE ? df , (4)
where =AE and =fE are energy gradients with respect
to amplitude and phase, respectively. Hence we see that
sufficient (though not necessary) conditions for dE ­ 0
are that =AE ­ 0 and =fE ­ 0. Now we can optimize A
and f independently using any convenient algorithm; al-
though, in general, it may take more than one iteration of
each to attain a local minimum for both, this is still faster
in most cases than treating the full sN 3 N d-dimensional
problem, which is computationally N2 as complex as the
N -dimensional problem (N being the length of vectors A
and f after quantization). Note that the problem of two-
dimensional hologram design is also of current interest.7
Our method can also be used to optimize two-dimensional
masks, realizing arbitrary three-dimensional diffraction
patterns, although, in practice, separating the mask into
amplitude and phase does not sufficiently shorten the
computation time.
3. LONGITUDINAL BEAM SHAPING
Next we turn to the specific problem of shaping the inten-
sity distribution along the propagation axis, I1szd, while
maintaining some transverse constraint, jusx, z ­ z0dj2 [
Sx. Here Sx is the space of allowed transverse intensi-
ties. Following Rosen and Yariv,2 we assume for compu-
tational convenience (and without loss of generality) that1995 Optical Society of America
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constraint.
z0 ­ 0 and there is a lens with focal length f at z ­ 2f
(Fig. 1). If we place our transparency gsx0 d at z ­ 22f ,
the one-dimensional Fresnel approximation yields8
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and there is a convenient Fourier transform relation-
ship between gsx0 d and utsxd ­ usx, z ­ 0d, easing the
computational burden of the transverse constraint. Un-
fortunately, the axial profile is not as easy to compute.
Setting x ­ 0 in Eq. (5), we have
u1szd ­ usx ­ 0, zd
­
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Although this can be treated as a Fourier transform in the
variable x02, doing so introduces significant quantization
error, which is avoided if we integrate directly. Now we
can express gsx0 d in terms of usx, z ­ 0d because of the
Fourier transform relation:
gsx0 d ­
s
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Thus we can define a transformation between the x- and
z-axis distributions behind the lens:
T futsxdg ­ u1szd ­
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Now we can bypass any mask-plane functions by opti-
mizing utsxd subject to the constraint utsxd [ Sx to yield
ju1szdj2 as close as possible to our desired I1szd. To opti-
mize utsxd, we can still decompose it into amplitude and
phase, as in Eq. (4). After arriving at the optimal utsxd,
we simply use Eq. (7) to obtain our mask, gsx0 d.
In practice, our optical system has a finite aperture,
placing limits on the validity of the Fresnel approxima-
tion. To quantify this, we add the third term of the bi-
nomial expansion in the expression for the longitudinal
field distribution behind the lens6:u1szd ­ us0, zd ­
expfiksz 1 2f dg
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where gsx˜d is the field before the lens. There are two
points of stationary phase in Eq. (9): x˜a ­ 0 and x˜b ­
sz 1 f d
p
22zyf , where the root x˜b is introduced by the
fourth-order phase term. In the optical regime sk .. 1d,
in order to ignore the contribution of this root in the inte-
gral, we must satisfy the condition sz 1 f d
p
22zyf . Dy2,
where D is the diameter of the lens. From this condi-
tion we conclude that the Fresnel approximation is valid
for z . 2f 1 Dy
p
8. In the conventional optics that we
use (where f .. D) our beams do not exist in the region
z , 2f 1 Dy
p
8, and the Fresnel approximation holds.
4. REALIZATION
In order to realize the complex holograms as real, posi-
tive masks, we used a standard off-axis implementation:
Define the function
g0sx0 d ­ 1 1 Re
24gsx0 dexpˆ i2p sin u
l
x0
!35 , (10)
which is real and positive if gsx0 d is properly normalized.
The exponential shifts the z axis of our desired pattern a
transverse distance of f sin u after the lens. To see this,
we substitute gsx0 dexphi2pfssin udylgx0 j into Eq. (5):
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Fig. 2. Mask that generated the beam in Fig. 3(d) below. The
mask was fabricated on tone-developed film for a cylindrical
lens with focal length f ­ 30 cm, a HeNe laser at l ­ 633 nm,
and spatial frequency 206 cm21 (u ­ 13 mrad, mask width of
1.24 cm).
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profiles, and (d) experimentally obtained PND beam (top) compared with an ordinary focused beam over Dz ­ 15 cm. The mask
used, along with relevant parameters, is shown in Fig. 2.where x˜ ­ x 2 f sin u.
Now taking the real part adds the inverted pattern
around sx, zd ­ s2f sin u, 0d, and the dc term simply con-
tributes a focused spot at the origin, which does not affect
our shifted pattern if f and u are large enough. A typi-
cal mask is shown in Fig. 2.
As examples, we demonstrate this method for two cases.
The first is a one-dimensional PND beam, where we forced
utsxd to assume a transverse Gaussian pulse width of s ­
1pixel and background level #25% of the peak amplitude
[Fig. 3(a)]. I1szd was simply set to a constant over Dz ­
65pixels, with 2f ­ 128pixels as shown in Fig. 3(b); outside
this region there were no constraints on I1szd. This is
a natural application, requiring only one axial and one
transverse constraint. We used the error function
Efutsxdg ­
Z
z[Dz
fju1szdj 2
p
I1szd g2dz , (12)
where u1szd is given by Eq. (8). This is the Euclideandistance square in field amplitude, and a simple gradient
descent9 was used to alternately optimize jutsxdj and
Phase futsxdg (the algorithm always converged within
eight iterations for vectors of 64 pixels). Figure 3(c)
shows the simulated field amplitude along the z axis (solid
curves), compared with a Gaussian of the same width
(dashed curves), and three transverse cross sections along
the beam. Figure 3(d) shows the two intensities experi-
mentally, over the portion of the x–z plane close to the
focus sDz ­ 15 cm, f ­ 30 cmd.
The second example is a sequence of two PND beams
separated by a dark region [Fig. 4(a)]. Since this re-
quires three transverse constraints, one for each beam
and one for the dark region, we optimized using integral
(5) over the region of interest. The error function used
was again Euclidean in amplitude:
Efgsx1dg ­
ZZ
sx,zd[R0
f
p
I0sx, zd 2 jusx, zdjg2dxdz , (13)
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and Phase fgsx1dg. The simulated and actual beam in-
tensities over the x–z plane are shown in Figs. 4(b) and
4(c), respectively, over a distance Dz ­ 8 cm.
5. SCALING
Finally, we tested the dependence of the minimum z-
axis error in optimized PND beams on the size of the
z constraint, Dz, and the allowed pulse width s. In all
finite-power canonical beams the region of near-constant
Fig. 4. (a) Two-dimensional constraint for the second example
discussed in Section 4; white denotes the field maximum, black
denotes the field minimum, and gray denotes unconstrained
areas. (b) Simulated intensity distribution. (c) Observed in-
tensity distribution over Dz ­ 8 cm. The lens has f ­ 30 cm,
l ­ 633 nm, and mask spatial frequency of 206 cm21 (mask width
of 1.24 cm).Fig. 5. Log(error) versus focal depth and beam width of opti-
mized PND beam.
amplitude, Dz, increases with the beam width (e.g., for
Gaussian beams we have 10 z0 ­ nps2yl). An appropri-
ate analogy here is the region Dz over which constant
intensity can be attained within a given error. To this
end we optimized PND beams with varying Dz and s and
plotted these parameters versus the minimum error at-
tained (Fig. 5). Although there are deviations, the clear
trend is an increase in error with larger Dz and smaller
s. Therefore, for the maintenance of constant error, any
increase in focal depth sDzd requires an offsetting increase
in the beam width s. As expected, optimization allows
us to improve depth of focus but does not affect its depen-
dence on fundamental physical parameters.
6. CONCLUSION
We have presented a general method for optimizing holo-
grams to realize an arbitrary field distribution over the
propagation region and developed a simplified method for
shaping the axial field of one-dimensional holograms sub-
ject to one transverse constraint. We demonstrated the
two methods experimentally and tested the error limi-
tations of our algorithm as a function of the transverse
and longitudinal constraint sizes, concluding that the op-
timized PND beams scale in the same general way as
finite-power canonical beams.
An important application of this approach is controlling
the behavior of temporal pulses in a dispersive medium.
The analogy between temporal pulse propagation and one-
dimensional Fresnel diffraction is treated in Ref. 4, and
in Ref. 5 we present an analytical solution to the specific
problem of extending the distance over which a temporal
pulse remains narrow (its depth of time focusing). Here
we have solved the general problem of controlling the
exact shape of a temporal pulse over some propagation
distance. Additionally, our optimization procedure for
extending depth of focus generally yields longer focal
depths than those of analytical beams given the same
hologram resolution. For example, in Fig. 3 we demon-
strate a tenfold increase in the depth of focus of a one-
dimensional beam, whereas the analytical solution in
Ref. 5 increases depth of focus by a factor of 2. This ad-
vantage of optimized beams is due to the fact that ana-
lytical beams do not, in general, lie at an error minimum.
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